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News Release

The University of Dayton

Oct 22, 1992 '
Contact: Ellen Campfield or Pam Huber
UD FORUM PRESENTS OPPORTUNITIES, RISKS
OF NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE ZONE
DAYTON, Ohio- Industrial workers and environmentalists are up in anns over the
North American Free Trade Zone Treaty, a 2,000-page document packed with controversies.
The treaty, an unfinished agreement among Mexico, Canada and the United States, would
eliminate trade barriers between the countries making it easier and less expensive to move
goods and services.
The University of Dayton•s Forum on Global Concerns, "The North American Free
Trade Zone: Opportunities and Risks" will be held at 7:30p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 4, in
uo·s Kennedy Union Art Gallery to discuss the problems and benefits of the treaty. The
forum, created to explore issues which have a global impact, is free and open to the public.
University faculty members expert on international relations will present their perspectives on
the trade zone treaty.
"Consumers in all countries will benefit from the treaty because it will lower the
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prices of goods and services," says Van Miller, an assistant professor of management and
member of the forum panel. Miller has lived and worked in Mexico and from 1982 to 1986
was part of a research project that looked at the operations of U.S. subsidiaries in Mexico.
"I think the treaty is a good idea, " he says. "In the long run it can eliminate some of
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the U.S.-Mexican border problems and create a more stable situation on the border."
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By relaxing restrictions on trade between Mexico and the United States, the treaty
creates an opportunity for U.S. companies to move their industrial plants to Mexico where
there is a large supply of cheap labor. Workers in Ohio are concerned that they will lose jobs'
says Miller. Miller, who has attended conferences in Washington, D.C. concerning the trade
agreement, thinks that jobs losses can be avoided.
"Potentially, some unskilled or low-skilled manufacturing jobs will be lost," Miller
says, "but the net effect is expected to be an increase in the number of high-skilled jobs
created in the U.S. High-skilled workers can expect to have more work. Therefore, worker
retraining is an important issue which needs to be addressed."
Environmentalists are also concerned with the treaty because it enables big businesses
to move south to Mexico, thereby avoiding Environmental Protection Agency regulations.
Miller says the Mexican government is working to elevate its environmental standards to
avoid this problem.
"Mexico is spending money to upgrade their standards and follow the same practices
as the United States," says Miller, who received the 1988 Fulbright Research Scholarship. "I
don't think U.S. companies will move to Mexico to pollute. For one thing, they can't afford
the p<»Sible negative publicity they would receive here."
Panel members also include Mark Ensalaco, assistant professor of political science,
and Bruce Taylor, associate professor of history. The forum, sponsored by UD's University
Activities Organization, is moderated by Lawrence Flockerzie, assistant professor of history.
For more information, contact Fred Norton at (513) 229-3314.
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